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GRAND HOTEL SAN MARINO 
Viale Antonio Onofri, 31 
47890 San Marino Città 
 
 
 
The structure covers 5 floors connected by two lifts, from the basement floor (-1) to the 3rd 
floor (79x96x138cm and 80x106x137cm), with visual signal upon arrival at each floor and 
Braille internal pushbutton control. To reach the 4th floor there is a staircase of 11 steps of 
17cm each. 
 
The wide entrance has a central revolving door and a side door, both with a 2.5cm high 
threshold. 
Outside there is a bell (not signposted) at 131cm from the ground. 
 
On the ground floor, each room is connected by unimpeded ways: the reception, with a 
115cm high desk, the bar, with a 113cm high counter and furnished with square tables 
having a central leg and 73cm of space underneath, and the large restaurant & breakfast 
room furnished with square tables with side legs and round tables with a central leg and 
70cm of space underneath. The breakfast buffet is placed at a height ranging from 76 to 
126cm. 
 
Upon previous request, the cook can prepare specific menus for celiac people, children, 
people on a diet, vegetarians and intolerants.  
 
The restaurant is also open to clients who are not accommodated at the hotel. The 
entrance is on the right of the revolving door. The restaurant has a hinged door with a 2.5cm 
high threshold. 
 
On the same floor is the Fireplace Room, which can seat from 30 to 200 people, equipped 
with a video-projector, a screen, speakers and microphones. 
 
On the basement floor (-1), there is an indoor garage for a fee closed by a bar. Your car will 
be parked by the personnel of the hotel and you will find the keys at the Reception. 
Opposite the hotel, there is an accessible public car park for a fee with a lot reserved for the 
holders of a specific permit the same as at public car park No.5. 
 
On the basement floor (-1) there are also a Yoga Room, with a parquet floor and massage 
tables, and the Guaita Room with a carpet floor, which can seat up to 120 people. 
 
The hotel has 61 rooms, seven of which are accessible and on the first floor. 
Rooms 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115 are double rooms with 58cm high moving beds which 
can be approached from either side, while room No.116 is a triple room. The toilets of 
rooms 110, 111 and 112, with a 70cm wide entrance, have wall-mounted 47cm high WCs 
with a front opening. Front or right access. Equipped with bathtubs. 
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The toilets of rooms 113, 114, 115, 116, with a 68cm wide entrance, have wall-mounted 
47cm high WCs with a front opening. Front or right access. The toilets are equipped with 
floor-mounted showers. On request, moving seats are supplied. 
 
Each accessible room has a terrace and in case of alarm it is possible to reach a safe place. 
 
On the first floor there is a secondary entrance without a bell. The door can be opened only 
from the inside. The entrance is opposite the reserved car park. It is closed by a bar and 
without a bell. 
 
On the 3rd floor there is a solarium terrace with a 73cm wide door and 3 steps of 20cm 
each. The terrace has a covered area and an outdoor one furnished with a Jacuzzi with 3 
steps of 17cm each and a handrail on the right. 
 
On the 4th floor is the Maurice Messegue wellness centre: reception, with a 96cm high 
desk, herbal tea area with seats, 15 rooms for treatments, steam bath and sauna (with a 15 
cm high step to get into). 
 
Pets welcome. 
 


